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From: Theodore Wingfield
To: A. Randolph Blough; Brian Holian; Cornelius Holden; Daniel Orr; David Vito; Diane
Screnci; Glenn Meyer; Hubert J. Miller; James Clifford; John Boska; John White; Mel Gray; Neil
Sheehan; Robert Fretz; Ronald Nimitz; Scott Barber; Theodore Wingfield; Thomas Madden; Wayne
Lanning
Date: 10/23/03 1:02PM
Subject: Re: Salem Comm Team - Conference call Thurs 10 am

I have attached the latest version of the Q&A's.

Noteworthy Changes:
(1) I have split the external & internal portions into separate documents (I believe this will make distribution
easier based on a "need to know basis.")
(2) I have included a "revision status" in the footer to ensure everyone can be clear about versions when
discLussing further changes.

PLEASE FEEL FREE TO EMAIL OR FAX ME YOUR COMMENTS:
tvwCionrc.clov
(Fax) (610) 337-5349

>>> Scott Barber 10/23/03 11:40AM >>>
Enclosed is an early draft of our Q's & A's. Randy has given us his first set of comments. I believe we
have other comments from Randy to incorprate. These have been discussed in recent Salem Comm
Team meetings. We are still accepting comments and feedback on them from the comm team members.

>>> Hubert J. Miller 10/21/03 02:37PM >>>
Sam, the staff here is drafting some Q&As reflecting the points captured in my previous two pager. (I
requested they be prepared yesterday and understand a draft is already circulating....) We should be able
to forward this to you and others in the next clay or so.

A special communications team meeting was held today. It includec OCA/PAO/EDO/NRR/OI reps. We'll
keep you posted.

Hub

>>> Samuel Collins 10/21/03 10:06AM >>>
Hub, thanks for the update. At the Chairman's briefing this morning this topic was raised in the context of
preparation of "talking points" for OPA/Staff in the event the alleger goes public and the NRC needs to
respond... .your thoughts? Sam

>>> Hubert J. Miller 10/16/03 12:08PM >>>
Hopefully, the update we provided yesterday was received in time for Bill's periodic with Comm Merrifield
and that the Commissioner is satisfied.

As you can tell, we are giving this a lot of management attention ..... working hard to avoid the many
potential pitfalls that lie before us.

FYI --- In the latest call yesterday afternoon, the alleger made references to close contacts she has with
"significant media outlets" (the NYTimes/Washington Post). She seems to be bringing this up in the
context of questions she is asking about the pace of our investigations/allegation followup.

We are staying on course .following through on the plan layed out in my two pager with a sense of
urgency and within the constraints of our allegation process.

I will keep you informed.
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